A One-step Extended Block Hybrid Formulae (OEBHF) for solving Orbital problems is presented. The processes compute the solutions of Orbital Problems in a block by block fashion by some discrete schemes obtained from the associated continuous schemes and its first derivatives which are combined and implemented as a set of block formulae. The analysis of the method was examined, it was found to be zero stable, consistence, convergent and A-stable. The order, error constants and the region of absolute stability was also investigated, MATLAB package was used to plot the region of stability within which the method is stable. Numerical results revealed this method to be efficient and very accurate, and especially suitable for orbital problems.
Introduction
In modern work of engineering, physics, applied mathematics and science, second order equations arise very frequently. To date, these equations have been extensively studied and books have been composed along the mathematical methods available for such equations. In recent times, the integration of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) is investigated using some kind of block methods. This research discusses the formation of One-step Extended Block Hybrid Formulae (OEBHF) for solving ordinary differential equations which is in turn possesses Orbital problems in nature. This kind of problem often arise frequently in the area of science and engineering especially mechanical system, control theory and celestial mechanics. The equation that defines this type of the problem is 
Many scholars have been developed numerical methods for solving equation of the form (1) using different techniques See. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] These techniques have been introduced in literatures such as 1, 4, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and others. Most real-life problems that arise in various fields of study be it engineering or science are modeled as mathematically before they are solved. These models often lead to differential equations. Numerous problems such as chemical kinetics, orbital dynamics, Orbital problem, circuit and control theory and Newton's second law applications involve second-order ODEs as discussed by. 13, 15, 17 Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are commonly used for mathematical modeling in many diverse fields such as engineering, operation research, industrial mathematics, behavioral sciences, artificial intelligence, management and sociology. 7, 9, 10 This mathematical modeling is the art of translating problem from an application area into tractable mathematical formulations whose theoretical and numerical analysis provides insight, answers and guidance useful for the originating application. 13, 14 This type of problem can be formulated either in terms of first-order or higher order ODEs. Here, the ordinary differential equations are being formulated to an Orbital Problem as studies by. 13, [15] [16] [17] This research work is motivated by the need to address some setbacks associating with existing method, the new method is capable of solving orbital problems efficiently and accurately. The results is also in conformity.
This research is organized as follows: in the coming section, we carried out the derivation of the method, where we considered the newly developed method through the approach of interpolation and collocation. The details of the analysis of the method were discussed in Section three. In fourth section, some numerical problems were solved, the analytical solution and exact solution in terms of accuracy and performance of the developed method were compared. Finally, the conclusion was drawn in the fifth section.
Theoretical formulation of the (OEBHF)
We considered power series of the form 1 0 ( )
as an approximate solution to (1) where j a 's are parameters to be determined and 1 k = which is the step length. The first and second derivatives of (2) are 
Equating equations (4) and (2) yields , , , , , ,
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Solving (6) Solving (7) for the independent solution at the grid and off grip points give the continuous block method.
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Convergence analysis of (OEBHF) Order and error Constants of the (OEBHF)
According to 1, 4, 6, 9 the order of the new method in Equation (11) is obtained by using the Taylor series and it is found that the developed method has uniformly order six, with an error constants vector of: (7) is said to be consistent if it has an order more than or equal to one i.e.
≥ P
. Therefore, the method is consistent. 1, 4, 6 Zero Stability Definition 3.2: The hybrid block method (7) said to be zero stable if the first characteristic polynomial ( ) π r having roots such that
r and if r , then the multiplicity of z r must not greater than two. 6 In order to find the zero-stability of hybrid block method (7), we only consider the first characteristic polynomial of the method according to definition (3.2) as follows ( ) ( ) 
Which implies 0, 0, 0, 0,1 r = . Hence the method is zero-
Convergence
Theorem (3.1): Consistency and zero stability are sufficient condition for linear multistep method to be convergent. Since the method (7) is consistent and zero stable, it implies the method is convergent for all point. 6
Regions of absolute stability (RAS)
The absolute stability region of the new method is found according to 1, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and is shown as
Numerical implementation of the (OEBHF)
In this section, the efficiency and the performance the new One-Step Extended Block Hybrid Formulae (OEBHF) is tested on three test problems. We present
A problem by franco and palacios
We consider the almost periodic problem studied by Simos (2003) Analytical solution of this problem is given as
A problem by stiefel and bettis
The second almost periodic orbital problem earlier studied by Stiefel and Bettis (1969) and later by Simos (1998 Simos ( , 2003 , Vigo-Anguiar and Simos (2001)). x y and whose analytical solution is given by,
Results of the computation
In this section, computational results are presented.
Conclusions
In this section, the three problems studied in, 13, [15] [16] [17] have been re-examined for any step size in the interval [0,1] using the Onestep Extended Block Hybrid Formulae (OEBHF) of uniform order six. Analysis of the basic properties of our method shows that it is consistent, convergent, and zero-stable and the stability region shows that it is A-Stable as presented in Figure 1 . Tables 1-3 for several values of n in the interval of integration was compared with the analytical solution. The Results shows that the method is efficient, reliable and the exact solution and computed solution are in good conformity. 
